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1 Abstract—The

description of process efficiency remains a
key factor for manufacturing companies competing in
volatile markets. Since describing the process performance
requires the consideration of all order-fulfilling activities,
focusing on the end-to-end order processing process is crucial.
Classical techniques for process description are time- and
cost-intensive while relying on situational impressions.
Consequently, improvement approaches are based on gut
feelings and cannot consider dynamic process behaviour.
Process Mining can be used for fact-based and objective
process descriptions. However, today’s process mining
applications are mainly conducted in partial processes with
similar order types. In the end-to-end order processing,
multiple orders with one-to-many and many-to-many
relationships exist that need an object-centric process mining
approach. This paper presents a methodology for the
application of process mining in end-to-end order processing
with multiple order types. Based on data from software
infrastructure, the integration of the methodology provides
manufacturing companies with process models and process
performance indicators to describe their PP in end-to-end
order processing processes.

reaching from sales processes and manufacturing
processes to shipping processes, and describes the
sequence of operational processes transforming customer
inquiries into saleable products [4]. Notwithstanding, as 96%
of process optimisation projects are realized in
manufacturing processes, most ETEOPP sub-processes are
disregarded in PP descriptions. However, disregarded subprocesses make up 70% of the end-to-end process time. As
a result, not taking the ETEOPP into consideration results
in crucial non-transparencies for PP improvements [5].
Limitations are biased participants, large time
consumption and limited abilities to capture process
dynamics in paper-based techniques [6]. Further industry
insights show that describing the ETEOPP is a significant
problem. 62% of companies have only documented less
than 25% of their processes and only 2% of companies
have an overview of their complete process landscape [7].
Process Mining (PM) can be applied to tackle deficits in
process descriptions with a fact-based, objective and
precise method. PM aims to discover, monitor and
improve business processes using event data stored in
event logs. However, PM has only been applied to single
departments and partial processes with similar order types,
respective order-IDs [8]. A three-phase framework is
introduced in previous work to address PM in
ETEOPP and shows the impact of data-based approaches
on process analysis [3]. This paper provides an approach
to merge multiple order types and calculates PPI as well as
process models to expand the second phase of the
framework. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: Chapter two outlines the importance of PM for
order processing. Chapter three presents the methodology
for merging multiple event logs to apply PM across the
ETEOPP. Chapter four validates the methodology using a
dataset. In the fifth chapter, the results of the paper are
summarised and an outlook on further research is given.

Index Terms—object-centric process mining, order processing, manufacturing companies

I.

INTRODUCTION

To compete in fast-paced environments, manufacturing
companies describe their process performance (PP) in
order to assess their competitiveness. PP measures
processes’ progress towards their objectives [1] and a
process consists of numerous sub-processes and activities.
Describing PP includes mapping as-is processes and
measuring Process Performance Indicators (PPI). Thus,
PPI need to be unequivocally determinable [2].
Assessing the competitiveness of manufacturing
companies raises the need to describe the PP of the entire
end-to-end order processing process (ETEOPP) [3]. The
ETEOPP includes all technical-operative core processes,
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III.

II. IMPORTANCE OF PROCESS MINING FOR ORDER
PROCESSING

In this paper, interview-, workshop- or evidence-based
methods for process description are summarised as
traditional methods. Interview-based methods capture the
process by interviews or questionnaires. In workshopbased methods, the process is described through
participatory workshops with employees. Evidence-based
process descriptions rely on existing evidence such as
documentation or process observations [2]. In the
following, constitutional characteristics of the methods
Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
[17], Value Stream Design (VSD) [18], Business Process
Model and Notation (BMPN) [19] and aixperanto [20] are
derived. These methods represent a sufficient sample of
traditional methods due to their widespread notoriety and
focus on manufacturing processes. Additionally, each
method is characterised by its languages for process
description.

Due to diverse order types, parallel or sequential activities in ETEOPP, process variances are often higher than
assumed in manufacturing companies [9]. In the following, prerequisites for the application of PM in ETEOPP are
outlined.
Process discovery as one type of PM algorithmically
converts event log data into a process model [10] and
quantifies indicators such as frequency, duration or
throughput times. Regarding the ETEOPP, process models
must display event data emerging from different
departments of a company. However, event data of the
ETEOPP are scattered across multiple information
systems such as Customer Relationship Management
systems, Enterprise Resource Planning systems and
Manufacturing Execution Systems [11]. Thus, data from
multiple information systems must be defined in a data
model and merged in an event log before PM techniques
can be applied.
In the ETEOPP, order-IDs appearing in events can be
categorised by different object types (OT). Each OT
characterises orders that are processed in partial business
processes. For instance, customer orders (order-IDs of
sales processes as one OT) could contain several articles
represented by multiple manufacturing orders (order-IDs
of manufacturing processes as a second OT). A customer
order can be split and joined in various OT throughout the
ETEOPP. Resulting multiple order-IDs must be
considered as process instances for evaluable results of PP
descriptions across the ETEOPP [12].
The eXtensible Event Stream (XES) is the common
format for event logs and PM applications but only
represents one single OT [13]. A different format is
required to represent multiple OT for an ETEOPP. An
Object-Centric Event Log (OCL) combines multiple OT
within a single data table [14]. In this paper, an OCL is a
two-dimensional, column-structured table with multiple
OT (respective order-IDs), related activities and
timestamps as data attributes [14]. This enables the tracing
of orders with multiple order-IDs across processes.
However, describing the PP requires transforming the
OCL into an XES-structured data table to apply traditional
PM algorithms.
In industry, widespread uncertainty exists regarding the
suitability of available data for data-based analysis [15].
Thus, data requirements for data-based PP descriptions
must be clearly defined. For PM applications in ETEOPP
it is assumed that, according to the first guiding principle
[16], partial event logs are available in sufficient quality
(i.e. without noise). Exception is syntactic data
inhomogeneity, which results from merging multiple event
logs of different information systems. Therefore, an
application of PM must consider appropriate data
preparation to improve the quality of resulting process
models. Lastly, PPI that describe process efficiencies must
be calculated for processes, traces and activities.
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TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR PROCESS
DESCRIPTIONS

A. Subjective and Unsubstantiated Process
Descriptions
The four methods use interview- and workshop-based
principles of process discovery. Additionally, VSD and
ARIS apply evidence-based observations to describe
processes. Thus, the process descriptions are influenced by
natural subjectivity due to human participants’
involvement [21]. The subjectivity leads to biased
interpretations regarding deviations from real process
behaviour and relevant information might be
opportunistically hidden by participants [2]. In addition,
the process descriptions always just represent a random
sample of all existing process behaviours [8]. As a result,
the drawbacks are unsubstantiated and subjective process
descriptions.
B. Description of Process Model and PPI
Process descriptions based on ARIS can be complemented by information objects in order to create transparency and to identify improvement potentials [17]. VSD describes process performance by process descriptions and
additional PPI such as throughput time, processing time
and waiting time [22]. Aixperanto also creates process descriptions and corresponding PPI during the current state
analysis to identify weaknesses. Therefore, a process
model and PPI, which together describe the PP, serve for
process optimization.
C. Time-consuming Procedures for Single Process
Variants
ARIS, VSD, aixperanto and BPMN are time-consuming
methods, as they involve several participants in interviews
and workshops for a longer time. Additionally, evidencebased methods are time-consuming due to process
observations and persons may have perceptions of how the
process operates, which may be partially incorrect [2].
Lastly, the four methods result only in process descriptions
as a snapshot of existing processes. Thus, documented
process descriptions need to be updated continuously. In
VSD the most expensive step is the description of as-is
process performance [23]. As the effort of process
2
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IV.

descriptions scales with the number of process variants,
traditional methods mostly describe non-representative
processes and unobserved process behaviour leads to 80%
of the problems [10]. Therefore, traditional methods are
economically not efficient for a representative process
description.

The proposed methodology considers multiple event
logs and varying OT to describe the ETEOPP by mapping
a process model and calculating PPI. The development is
based on existing research to be rigor. First, [33] split up
an OCL into an event log for every OT through flattening
to apply established PM techniques. Second, describing
PP requires mapping of as-is processes and calculating PPI.
Ref. [34] discovers a process model and enhanced it using
separately calculated PPI before displaying results to the
user. In [35], time-based PPI are calculated for the
categories process, case and activity.

D. Consistent Visualization for the Description of Order
Processing
ARIS uses event-driven process chains (EPC) for
process visualization that consists of events, functions,
rules and resources [24]. The use of EPC for process
description by the German company SAP AG has
established the method in practice. In VSD, standardised
and simple visualizations are used for material flows,
while process performance is described in data boxes [18].
For aixperanto, existing methods were adapted to ensure
easy-to-use process descriptions. Elements of every
process description are process cards that contain the
process name and further performance indicators [25]. The
company IBM developed and established the BPMN
method, whose visualisation includes activities, events,
decisions, control flows, connections and data objects.
Like ARIS and aixperanto, sub-processes can be
visualized in swimlanes that enable a structured
description of order processing. As a result, consistent
visualizations and modelling languages make process
descriptions comparable and evaluable.

ARIS

VSD

aixperanto

BPMN

“[Traditional] methods are subjective and unsubstantiated, wherefore the described
process performance is based on gut feelings, static mean values and low scatter […]
Since actual process complexity and process variance is intricate, real as-is process
behaviour is barely reflected by traditional methods.”
[27]
“Modelling
business
processes leads
to transparency
to
identify weak
spots”
[28]

“In industrial
practice it makes
sense to measure
the following
three
performance
indicators […]”
[18]

“[Aixperanto]
analyses the
business process
characters added
value,
standardisation
and lead time”

“[…] the performance of the Process
[…] is represented by
describing how these
[objects] travel […]
down the available
sequence Flow”

[29]

[30]

„While interview-based discovery requires several feedback iterations, it is difficult to
schedule workshop sessions with various domain experts at the same time […] Passive
observation also requires coordination and approval time.”

[2]
“[…] everything you
“[…] a process
model and describe mapping technique
that enables all
is based on common
language and
stakeholders of an
semantics that can
organ-isation to
be understood by all visualise and underusers”
stand a process”
[24]
[31]

E. Integration of Context Knowledge
The methods ARIS, VSD, aixperanto and BPMN are
based on direct conversation and interaction with
participants in workshops and interviews. Thus, an
integration of process-specific context knowledge is
possible [2]. Ref. [26] motivates the integration of multiple
process participants (e.g. workshops in VSD, aixperanto or
BPMN), as no individual can have a holistic overview of
the as-is processes. By doing so, feedback about consistent
or inconsistent process behaviour is possible due to the
integration of context knowledge. This creates a common
understanding and commitment for later process
improvement. As a result, the integration of context
knowledge ensures the right judging of process
performance descriptions.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the constitutional
characteristics of the four traditional methods that were
considered. On the one hand, the four traditional methods
repre-sent the drawbacks of subjective and unsubstantiated
process description as well as time-consuming procedures
for single process variants. On the other hand, the methods
show the characteristics to describe PP based on process
model and PPI, in a consistent visualization as well as in a
valuation-neutral way to integrate context knowledge.
Those drawbacks and characteristics as well as the
requirements elaborated in the second chapter need to be
addressed with a suitable approach that is described in the
following chapter.
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METHODOLOGY

“Therefore, easy
symbols
and understandable
colors are used to
help the em-ployees
recording their
business process.”
[29]

“Process diagrams,
also called business
process diagrams
(BPD), are at the
core of BPMN
modeling.”

Subjective
and
unsubstantiated process
descriptions

Description
of process
model and
PPI

Timeconsuming
procedure
for single
process
variants

Consistent
visualization
for the
description
of order
processing

[32]

“Those methods that directly build on the conversation and interaction with domain
experts are best for getting immediate feedback. Workshop-based discovery is best […]
since inconsistent perceptions about the operation of a process can directly be resolved
[…]. Interviews offer the opportunity to ask questions about how a process works. These
questions can often be answered by talking to domain experts.”
[2]

Integration
of context
knowledge

Figure 1. Comparison of the constitutional characteristics of traditional
methods [28-32].

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the six-step methodology.
Chapter IV-A describes the data tables (DT) in detail as
inputs of the methodology. First, the DT are combined into
an OCL. Second, the OCL with multiple OT is split into
event logs for each OT. Third, event log traces are
identified. In the remaining steps, the PPI and process
model of the ETEOPP are calculated separately. Thus,
fourth, PPI for the activity perspective are calculated. Fifth,
PPI for the trace and process perspectives are calculated.
Sixth, a process model for the smallest sub-instance OT of
the ETEOPP is calculated. The outputs of the methodology
are PPI for the perspectives activity, trace and process as
well as a process model of the ETEOPP to describe the PP
of manufacturing companies.
A. Detailed Description of the DT as Inputs for the
Methodology
Each DT is an extracted event log of a partial,
department-specific process within a company’s ETEOPP
(e.g. sales, manufacturing etc.). A DT is a two-dimensional,
column-structured table with order-IDs as process
3
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Second, this step prepares the data while step five
calculates PPI. Thus, separating both steps allows a better
understanding and distinction of the steps of the
methodology.

instances as well as their related activities and timestamps
as data
attributes. The DT are comparable to the XES-Standard.
The timestamps must record the start, the end and the
planned end of the activity as well as the time when the
order was received. These timestamps are necessary for
calculating the PPI for the ETEOPP, which are elaborated
in chapter IV-B. The extraction and filtration of the DT
from information systems are out of scope of the
methodology.

C. Detailed Description of Step Four and Five of the
Methodology
In step four, the PPI from the activity perspective are
calculated. Input for step four is the E2EL. The E2EL is
not modified by flattening, so the activity PPI are not
affected by convergence. The five PPI process time, time
of response, deadline adherence, mean tardiness and
process reliability are calculated based on previous works
[27]. In this paper, the calculations for the process time and
the deadline adherence are further elaborated. Equation (1)
depicts the calculation PPIPT,a for process time PT of
activity a . Therefore, the sum over all events E in the
E2EL is taken. Each event is filtered for the inquired
activity using the expression in equation (2). The process
time for each event i is calculated by subtracting the start
timestamp TSi from the end timestamp TEi . Thus, the
process time of an activity is the average duration of all
instances of that activity.

B. Detailed Description of Step One to Three of The
Methodology
In step one, the DT are merged to an OCL and extended
to trace the ETEOPP from the viewpoint of every OT. To
map the ETEOPP, related objects across all OT need to be
identified. Two objects across different OT are related to
each other, if they occur in the same event within the OCL.
The OCL is extended so that every time an object-related
order-ID is treated within one event, related objects are
complemented to the event. In this paper, the enriched
OCL is called End to-End OCL (E2EL). An example of
the extension from OCL to E2EL is shown in Fig. 3. In the
E2EL, the order numbers 990001 and 990002 can be
traced when their related shipping order was packaged in
the third event. As a result, the ETEOPP of e.g. an order
number can be mapped correctly so that it also includes the
packaging activity besides the initiation of an order.
In step two, the E2EL is split into a DT for each OT.
Each OT is selected as a case notion and the E2EL is
flattened towards the selected OT. Flattening leads to the
three problems divergence, convergence, and deficiency
[33]. Divergence is the loss of ordering information
leading to loops in the process model that do not exist in
the real process. Chapter IV-D addresses the divergence
problem. Convergence is the replication of an event that is
executed for multiple objects, falsifying the real number of
events. Chapter IV-C further deals with the convergence
problem. Deficiency describes the disappearance of events,
which do not include objects of the selected OT. The E2EL
diminishes deficiency, as the number of OT included in
every event is increased. The outputs of the second step are
DT for every OT of the entire ETEOPP.
The input of step three are the resulting DT from step
two. The DT events are separated according to their
objects to create corresponding traces. By doing so, all
event attributes are kept such that no information is lost
during this step. The output of step three are traces for
every object of the event log. The existence and placement
of step three are justified due to the following reasons:
First, an event log for every OT is required as input for step
six, such that the step cannot be merged with step two.

PPIPT,a =

∑E
i (xi,a ×(TEi -TSi ))
∑E
i xi,a

with PPIPT,a ∈ [0,∞) ∀a (1)

1; Event i includes activity a
xi,a = {
0; Event i does not include acitivty a

Equation (3) shows the calculation of PPIDA,a for the
deadline adherence DA of an activity based on equation
(2). Equation (4) checks if an event i has been completed
on time by comparing the end timestamp TEi with the
planned end timestamp TPi .
PPIDA,a =

∑E
i (xi,a ×yi )
∑E
i xi,a

with PPIDA,a ∈ [0,1] ∀a

1; TEi-TPi ≤ 0
yi = {
∀i
0; TEi-TPi > 0

Event log for OT 1

1

End-to-End objectcentric event log (E2EL)

2

…

3

Traces for chosen OT

Event log for OT n

Single event logs for each
OT across the ETEOPP
: Inputs/Outputs

: Steps of the methodology

OT: Object Type

ETEOPP: End-to-end Order Processing Process

Figure 2. Six-step methodology as well as inputs and outputs.
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(3)
(4)

In step five, PPI for the trace and process perspectives
are calculated. Equation (5) displays the calculation of
PPIPT,j for the process time PT for the trace of an object j.
Each object j has a trace with several events Ej . PPIPT,j is
calculated based on two timestamps that are differentiated
by two indices. The first index refers to the object of the
trace, the second to the position of the event of this object
in the trace. Consequently, TSj,1 is the start timestamp of
the first event in the trace of object j. TEj,Ej is the end
timestamp of the last event in the trace of object j.

4
Data tables
Data tables
Data tables
Data tables

∀i,a (2)

4

5
6

PPI from the perspective
of activities
PPI from the perspective
of traces
PPI from the perspective
of the process
Process model of the
ETEOPP
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Object-Centric Event Log (OCL)

End-to-End Object-Centric Event Log (E2EL)

Object types (OT)
Activity

Start timestamp

Customer order

Manufacturing order

Shipping order

End timestamp

…

Activity

Start timestamp

Customer order

Manufacturing order

Shipping order

End timestamp

…

Initiate
order

20.02.2020
15:30:20

990001

88124, 88125, 88126

∅

20.02.2020
15:35:10

…

Initiate
order

20.02.2020
15:30:20

990001

88124, 88125, 88126

66223

20.02.2020
15:35:10

…

Initiate
order

21.02.2020
12:20:10

990002

88127, 99128

∅

21.02.2020
12:33:54

…

Initiate
order

21.02.2020
12:20:10

990002

88127, 99128

66223

21.02.2020
12:33:54

…

packaging

24.02.2020
09:15:11

∅

88124, 88127

66223

24.02.2020
10:23:04

…

packaging

24.02.2020
09:15:11

990001, 990002

88124, 88127

66223

24.02.2020
10:23:04

…

One object of the object type “shipping number” with order-ID 66223

In the Object-Centric Event Log, not every object type is related to corresponding events that do not
allow mapping the ETEOPP from the viewpoint of the object type.

In the End-to-End Object-Centric Event Log, related objects of an event are complemented. The number of empty
entries is reduced and the tracing of objects across the ETEOPP is enabled.

Figure 3. Exemplary visualisation of the extension from OCL to E2EL.

PPIPT,j =TEj,Ej -TSj,1 with PPIPT,j ∈ [0,∞) ∀j

DT of customer orders as input for step six. Otherwise, if
products need to be manufactured one by one, the OT
manufacturing order would contain exactly one article per
object. The DT of manufacturing orders would then
qualify to be selected as an input for step six. In industry,
an OT, which contains one article per object, can be
defined as the smallest sub-instance OT of the ETEOPP.
The selection of the smallest sub-instance OT addresses
the divergence problem on process discovery. The
convergence problem persists, such that some process
instances are duplicated when flattening towards the OT of
an article, respective manufacturing order.
As a result, the flattened DT has more events than the
original process. This replication of events is acceptable
because the PPI are calculated separately and the resulting
process model does not display the number of events.
The herein used discovery algorithm is interchangeable as
the selection of a suitable discovery algorithm depends on
the requirements and data [36].

(5)

Equation (6) is the calculation of the process time
PPIPT,p for the process. The process has several traces T.
The process time for the process perspective is the average
of all process times of the traces in that process (see
equation (5)).
PPIPT,p =

∑T
j=1 PPIPT,j
T

with PPIPT ∈ [0,∞)

(6)

Equation (7) shows the calculation for the deadline
adherence PPIDA,j for the trace of an object j. The deadline
adherence for a trace is the fraction of events in the trace,
completed within the planned time frame. Equation (8)
compares the end timestamp TEi,j with the planned end
timestamp TPi,j of the event i within the trace of object j.
Ej

PPIDA,j =

∑i=1 yj,i
Ej

with PPIDA,j ∈ [0,1] ∀j

1; TEi,j -TPi,j ≤ 0
yi,j = {
for ∀i,j
0; TEi,j -TPi,j > 0

(7)
V. INTRODUCING THE CASE STUDY AND VALIDATION
OF THE METHODOLOGY

(8)

The methodology is validated with a dataset. The
dataset is based on three order types (i.e. OT) processed
through an exemplary ETEOPP depicted in Fig. 4. The
process shows various tasks across the departments sales,
manufacturing and shipping. The process includes parallel
and sequential activities, OR-splits, AND-splits and loops
of various lengths to test the robustness of the
methodology.
The departments record their activities using different
OT. The objects of all OT contain manufacturing orders as
the smallest sub-instance as defined in chapter IV-D. A
manufacturing order only includes one article, customer
orders and shipping orders include one or more articles.
Thus, customer orders and manufacturing orders are
related one-to-many (1:n), which means that a customer
order contains multiple manufacturing orders. Shipping
order and manufacturing order are related many-to-one
(n:1), which means that multiple manufacturing orders are
shipped in the same shipping order. The OT customer
order and shipping order are related many-to-many (n:n).
In practice, two customer orders are shipped to the same
address across three shipping orders.
The OT are processed in the ETEOPP, as shown in the
conceptual object-centric Petri net in Fig. 5. An objectcentric Petri net extends a regular Petri net by shading
transitions and places based on the OT they refer to. Places
and arcs of transitions consuming multiple objects are

Equation (9) presents the calculation for the deadline
adherence PPIDA,p for the process. The deadline adherence
for the process is the fraction of traces, of which the last
event was completed within the planned timeframe. This
is calculated using the expression in equation (8), whereby
yj,E compares the end timestamp TEi,Ej with the planned
j

end timestamp TPi,Ej of the last event Ej within the trace of
an object j.
PPIDA,p =

∑T
j=1 yj,E
T

j

with PPIDA,p ∈ [0,1]

(9)

D. Detailed Description Of Step Six
Step six of the methodology uses a discovery algorithm
to map the process model of the ETEOPP. The aim is to
create transparency of the ETEOPP and to put the
calculated PPI into a context. As the popular discovery
algorithms cannot deal with multiple OT, a DT of step two
is chosen as input. Additionally, independent from the OT
viewpoint of which the PP of the ETEOPP should be
described and the PPI are calculated, the input for step six
must be the DT with the smallest sub-instance OT of the
ETEOPP. In a manufacturing company, a product is
represented by an article. The OT customer order might
contain multiple articles per object, which disqualifies the

©2022 Journal of Advanced Management Science
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highlighted by double lines [14]. Due to the
incomprehensibility of object-centric Petri nets in practice,

more intuitive visualizations and established process
models (respective miners) are used for the case study.

Turning
Initiate

Mail out

Milling

Inspection

Packaging

Remind

Drilling

Sales

Manufacturing
: AND-Split/Join

Legend:

: OR-Split/Join

Archive

Pick up

Shipping

Sales

: Activity

Figure 4. BPMN model of the ETEOPP throughout three departments.

Mail out

Turning
Milling

Initiate

Inspection

Packaging
Pick up

ꞇ
Sales

ꞇ

Manufacturing
: Customer order

Legend:

Archive

Remind

Drilling

Sales

Shipping

: Manufacturing order

: Activity

: Shipping order

Figure 5. Object-centric Petri net of the ETEOPP, showing the OT treated in each activity.

creating

turning

+

milling
drilling

Sales

mailing out

×

inspecting

+

×

packaging

×

Manufacturing

×

reminding

archiving

pick up

Shipping

Sales

Figure 6. Process model mapped using the inductive min and the OT manufacturing order.

creating

milling

turning

×

Sales

mailing out
inspecting

drilling

×

packaging

Manufacturing

×

reminding

×

archiving

pick up

Shipping

Sales

Figure 7. Process model mapped using the heuristic miner and the OT manufacturing order.

The dataset comprises three DT with 41 events
involving two customer orders, five manufacturing orders
and three shipping orders. Table I shows the first line of
the DT from the manufacturing department. Here, the
customer order is recorded as data for every activity.

TABLE III. PPI FOR THE TRACE OF M28910 FOR THE OT
MANUFACTURING ORDER
Object of traces
M28910

Activity

Start

End

Milling

11.02.
09:00

11.02.
14:40

Planned
End
11.02.
15:00

Order
received
05.02.
14:10

Customer
order
13623

Process
Customer order
Manufact. order

TABLE II. PPI FOR THE MILLING ACTIVITY

Milling

Process time [h]
6.73

Deadline adherence
0.50
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Process time [h]
738.67
731.73

Deadline adherence
0.50
0.60

Fig. 6 shows the process model, which was mapped
using the DT of the OT manufacturing order. This DT was
chosen according to chapter IV-D, the resulting process
model is valid for evaluating PP independent of the OT
chosen to calculate PPI. The event log was extended for
process discovery to include 123 events to approximate a
bigger dataset. The software ProM 6.9 and the plug-in
Mine process tree with Inductive Miner followed by the
plug-in Convert Process tree to BPMN diagram were used
to describe the ETEOPP process model. The process
model is under-fitting. The activity inspection is a
successor of the activity initiate, which is not possible in
the real process. One reason is the inductive miner and its
trade-off between under-fitting process models and

Tables I to IV show the resulting PPI for the process
time and deadline adherence for selected activities, objects
and OT based on the equations 1 to 9. The process time of
traces is large compared to the process time of activities,
partly because time outside of work shifts were not
excluded from the calculations.

Activity

Deadline adherence
0.54

TABLE IV. PPI OF PROCESSES FOR OT MANUFACTURING AND
CUSTOMER ORDER

TABLE I. FIRST LINES OF THE DT FROM MANUFACTURING
Manuf.
order
M378

Process time [h]
773.33
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